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Abstract--At first sight, liquids appear to be entirely devoid of symmetry: unlike crystals, there is no unit 
cell, and hence the space group operations that "build up" the unit cell contents from the asymmetric 
unit, and the subsequent unit cell translations that generate the whole crystal, are both irrelevant to liquids. 
It is, however, both possible and illuminating to consider the atomic arrangements in both liquids and 
crystals in a parallel manner. Starting from the basic elementary unit--a soft sphere for simple crystals 
and liquids--both kinds of structure can be "built up" through local "sub-unit" aggregates (tetrahedra 
and octahedra), which are then arranged in face-sharing mode in larger "super-units"; these are then 
embedded in the rest of the assembly to fill space. In the crystal case, the build-up operations are dearly 
defined local symmetry operations, which are applied in a regular sequence, and the mbedding process 
is automatically satisfied by the unit cell translation operations. For the liquid, the same basic tetrahedral 
and octahedral sub-units can be used; provided the metrical identity requirements are relaxed, these can 
be arranged to f rm a finite number of topologically distinct "super-units". The subsequent embedding 
of these super-units--which appears only to be possible with the help of other "defect" polyhedra--follows 
local symmetry operation rules which are as yet unknown. Understanding these local build-up symmetry 
operations, and their non-regular ules of application, would constitute a large part of the statistical 
geometrical structural theory of liquids called for by Bernal thirty years ago. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Symmetry is not a concept we would immediately think of as applicable to liquids. Rather, a 
crystallographer would use concepts of symmetry in dealing with crystals, in which the atoms or 
molecules are arranged in regular epeating units. In crystals, symmetry can be considered at two 
levels. First, there is the long range order, which relates to the repetition in three directions in space 
of a basic unit, the unit cell. This repetition of a unit cell--by operations of translational 
symmetry--is perhaps the hallmark of crystals. At the level of the elementary unit cell, we may 
find one or more atoms, molecules, or groups of molecules, which we term the asymmetric unit. 
If there is more than one asymmetric unit in the unit cell, then they are related to one another by 
further symmetry operations of rotation, translation, or "mixed" rotations and translations 
embodied in screw axes. Using these symmetry operations, therefore, we can build up, or generate, 
the whole crystal from the elementary asymmetric unit by (a) generating the contents of the unit 
cell by applying to the asymmetric unit one of the 200 allowable combinations of symmetry 
operations that are termed space groups, followed by (b) translation of the resulting unit cell by 
translational symmetry operations, in the three directions, and with the respective magnitudes, 
indicated by the three basis vectors that define the unit cell. 
The use of symmetry operations to describe crystals gives us an extremely powerful and 
extensively used device to assist in theoretical calculations on crystals. Using it, we can calculate 
various properties---e.g, thermodynamic properties---of ideal crystals, and of imperfect crystals by 
considering the effects of departures from perfection. For electronic properties, the Bloch theorem 
is a device which relies on the underlying symmetry of the crystal attice. Use of symmetry is in 
fact so powerful a device that, as far as crystalline solids were concerned, there was little incentive 
to develop alternative routes to relating structure and properties. Consequently, our ability to relate 
properties to structure in non-crystalline condensed matter is rudimentary. 
The attractiveness of using the underlying symmetry was so great that it was used in developing 
early liquid theories, which considered the liquid as a disordered solid, for example as in cell models 
and their derivatives. This approach is now recognized to have been erroneous; it underestimated 
the disorder (and hence the entropy) of the liquid, and it was unable to account for the liquid's 
fluidity and the existence of supercooling. The diffraction pattern of a liquid is also qualitatively 
different from that of even a highly disordered crystal, consisting of a small number of diffuse rings 
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rather than the much larger number of sharper ings found in diffraction patterns from powders. 
Even considering the increase in line width as average crystallite size is reduced fails to allow us 
to describe adequately a liquid in terms of a microcrystalline solid--to account for the very diffuse 
rings by a microcrystalline model, theeffective crystallites would have to be so small (of the order 
of only a few unit cells) that conceptual problems and inconsistencies would arise. 
We are thus led to abandon crystal-derived models, and move to our present conceptual view 
of simple liquids of spherical atoms. According to Bernal, such liquids are "homogeneous, coherent 
and essentially irregular assemblages of molecules containing no crystalline regions" [1]. This 
concept is perhaps most easily appreciated by referring to Fig. 1, which shows a physical realization 
of this ideal model of a liquid--the irregular "heap" of spherical molecules at the top of the figure. 
This contrasts with the lower, regular "pile" of spheres, arranged in an orderly, regularly repeating 
array, that relates to the corresponding highly symmetric rystal. Models such as that shown in 
the figure can be xamined in detail, and a quantitative description developed [1, 2]. We learn that 
such "random packings" can be made with densities about 15% less than those of the corres- 
ponding close-packed crystal (a density change that is consistent with experimental results on 
melting and freezing of simple inert gas liquids), that the constituent atoms have a high 
coordination umber (say 8-10 depending upon the exact definition of coordination umber), that 
the assembly is one of high entropy (though this is still not easy to calculate from the models), 
and there is no long-range ordered structures. We thus have an appealing picture not only of the 
essential disorder of a simple liquid, but also a conceptual explanation of fluidity, supercooling, 
and the loss of order on melting. It leads to a quantitative xplanation of the volume change on 
melting, and the characteristic liquid diffraction pattern. The model is also, as tated by Ziman [3], 
"seen to be the key to any qualitative or quantitative understanding of the physics of liquids". 
Although this model is extremely useful conceptually, we have serious problems when we try to 
relate properties to structure: the model has no long range order, and thus we are unable to use 
all the standard armoury of condensed matter theory that is based upon the existence of the 
translational symmetry of a lattice. Although we can build both relatively crude but illustrative 
models in the laboratory, or increasingly sophisticated ones in the computer, from which we can 
extract numerically quantitative information for comparing with experiment, we are far from 
having a theoretical framework to facilitate analytical calculations. We appear to have rejected the 
application of symmetry in our model; consequently therefore, we are forced to reject also the 
associated powerful mathematical tools. We are in need of an adequate theory of liquids which 
is qualitatively different from lattice-based theories of solids, and it is perhaps only now that such 
is becoming possible through maximum entropy developments of information theory [4]. 
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Fig. 1. Bernal's random close-packing model of a simple liquid (upper part), contrasting with (lower part) 
the regular "pile" of hard spheres relating to the ideal crystal. 
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In simple liquids, therefore, we see that both levels of symmetry discussed with respect to crystals 
at the start of this section are absent. First, translational e ements of symmetry are absent from 
the liquid--necessarily so as long range order is inconsistent with our understanding of the essential 
liquid-likeness of liquids. Secondly, the space group operations that fill the crystal unit cell with 
one or more asymmetric units would also seem to be irrelevant to the liquid--there just is no unit 
cell. This initial discussion therefore implies that concepts of symmetry are in principle inapplicable 
to liquids at the molecular level. The only obvious--and essentially trivial--thing we appear to be 
able to say about symmetry in liquids, is that the diffraction pattern--and hence the time-averaged 
structure--is pherically symmetric. This is, however, little more than a manifestation of the 
macroscopic isotropy of simple liquids, and is hence really a trivial, and not very helpful, statement. 
Looked at in a different way, however, regularities do appear in the structures of simple liquids. 
We discuss in this article the nature of these regularities, and how they might be considered in terms 
which also relate to symmetry operations in crystals. 
2. BUILDING UP A LIQUID FROM ITS ELEMENTARY UNIT 
An adequate structural theory of liquids must be able to connect the arrangements of molecules 
with the macroscopic thermodynamic properties of the liquid. As we have already discussed, we 
can construct he complete crystal by a "build-up" process, which consists of a sequence of 
symmetry operations operating o  an asymmetric unit (atom, molecule, or group of molecules). 
Initially, the space group operations relate the asymmetric unit to the unit cell, and then lattice 
translations take over to relate the unit cell to the macroscopic crystal. This two-step build-up 
process thus relates the elementary asymmetric unit to its environment (which is of course made 
up of a regular epeating arrangement of units identical to itself); put in a slightly different way, 
the symmetry operations tell us how the elementary unit fits into the constraints exerted by its 
highly ordered surroundings. 
That these surroundings are regular, and ordered, is a characteristic ofthe crystal. However, the 
build-up process itself does not depend upon using strictly defined symmetry operations. Thus, 
although our model of a simple liquid has removed the ordering requirement that was imposed 
on the crystal, we can still use a parallel build-up process to construct he instantaneous 
arrangement of the liquid atoms starting from its elementary unit--a soft sphere. As the constraint 
of symmetry has been removed, however, the rules governing this build-up procedure will be 
different from those symmetry operations in the crystal case; there will, however, still be rules which 
will describe the spatial relationship between a particular elementary unit and its (non-crystalline) 
environment. It is uncovering these rules which is perhaps the central requirement of an adequate 
theory of liquid structure. 
How might we set about understanding these rules, and at what level, if at all, are symmetry 
considerations relevant? 
3. SHORT-RANGE ORDER IN SIMPLE LIQUIDS 
In trying to understand how a spherical atom in a liquid relates to its environment--i.e, the 
operations relevant to the build-up process for the liquid--we might consider first the interactions 
between eighbouring atoms at short range. In the general case, these interactions can of course 
be of various kinds, including a variety of attractive forces---e.g, ionic, van der Waals, and 
hydrogen bonding--but also repulsive forces. These latter can often be considered as dominating 
the structure of condensed phases in general. Put slightly differently, volume xclusion may control 
the essential structure of a condensed phase, in which the atoms or molecules are in close contact 
with their neighbours. 
This is a well-worn principle in rationalizing crystal structures: in constructing a crystal from, 
for example, spherical atoms, the symmetry operations used to build up first the unit cell from the 
asymmetric unit, and secondly the complete crystal from the unit cell must be such as not to violate 
the sizes of the spherical atoms involved. There must be no atomic overlap created by the build-up 
symmetry operations at either level. We are thus led to the classic close-packed structures of 
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spherical atoms that are found in inert gas solids, many metals, and also a whole host of silicate 
and other oxide structures. In three dimensions, these structures are constructed by arranging 
spheres uch that the space group operations which build up the unit cell do not lead to overlap 
of neighbouring spheres. This unit cell must then be capable of being "embedded" into a 
surrounding environment of identical unit cells, again in such a way that overlap repulsions-- 
volume exclusion constraints--are not violated. If all these constraints are fulfilled--i.e, we use a 
particular set of symmetry operations for a given case--we can build up an essentially infinite 
crystal. 
Now consider in a similar way an attempt to build up the instantaneous structure of a simple 
liquid. We note first that the local atomic level constraints of volume xclusion are unaltered from 
the crystal case. We still need to arrange the atoms locally in some way such that (i) the atoms 
do not violate volume exclusion, and (ii) the particular set of operations we use in our build-up 
process results in local structures (clusters of atoms) that can be "embedded" in the surrounding 
neighbourhood without violating volume exclusion. In the crystal, this embedding operation is 
assured by a unit cell of suitable symmetry; in the liquid, no similar unit cell concept applies. The 
surroundings in which our local arrangement of non-overlapping spheres must be embedded is thus 
no longer one of identical units related by translational symmetry operations, but severe overlap 
repulsion constraints remain which our build-up process must somehow satisfy. 
In principle, the removal of the lattice constraint--the r quirement of translational symmetry-- 
gives much more structural freedom in the local atomic arrangements in a liquid than are allowable 
in the crystal. In other words, our first step in the build-up process can--and in fact, to satisfy 
the structural irregularity in, and hence higher entropy of, the liquid, must--result in several 
different kinds of local atomic clusters, in contrast to the crystal, where symmetry restricts us to 
a limited and very small number of cluster types. 
The second step in our liquid build-up process is to arrange these different kinds of atomic 
clusters produced by the first step in such a way as to fill space without violating volume xclusion. 
As we have already stated, the embedding problem for crystals is solved by making use of 
symmetry; for liquids, we cannot follow this avenue, and we are left with a much more difficult 
problem to solve in the absence of appeals to symmetry. We need to understand the rules which 
govern the ways in which we can pack together these various local units of spherical atoms without 
creating either a repeating assembly or atomic overlaps, and yet result in a structure of sufficiently 
high density. The operations which we apply in this second part of the build-up process must result 
in an embedding of these local clusters into an assembly which shows some kind of statistical 
identity between different sample volumes over the medium and long range. As we have said before, 
understanding these operations and their rules of application would in effect amount to a structural 
theory of the liquid state. 
4. LOCAL SUB-UNITS IN CLOSE-PACKED STRUCTURES 
We consider now the kinds of local dusters of spherical atoms--which we will call building 
"sub-units"--that re likely to result from the very first step in our build-up process from the 
spherical atom to the extended liquid. Consider first the possible ways in which spheres can be 
arranged in small, locally dense, sub-unit clusters. Clearly, a tetrahedral rrangement of four 
spheres atisfies the conditions of volume exclusion (the spheres do not overlap), maximizes the 
attractive interactions between four atoms, and gives a very dense structure (equivalent packing 
density about about 0.77). If we now continue to the second step of the build-up process, and try 
to build-up a crystal from tetrahedral units alone, we find we cannot do it--this local tetrahedral 
sub-unit itself is not consistent with the translational symmetry operations necessary to build up 
a crystal without violating overlap repulsions. Similarly, if we try the same for a liquid, we fail also 
to build up a non-crystalline d nsely packed assembly of tetrahedra. Even though we do not use 
standard symmetry operations in the attempt to pack tetrahedra, we end up either violating the 
volume xclusion, or have to leave sufficient empty volume that a high density cannot be achieved. 
For guidance on how to proceed for the crystal case, we naturally look to close-packed spherical 
structures such as the face centred cubic arrangement found in copper crystals, or the hexagonal 
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close packing found in some metals. In both these cases, we indeed do find a dominance of 
tetrahedral sub-units. In packing them together, however, to form a crystal, we need the help of 
a second--less dense--local arrangement of spheres, namely the octahedron. In close-packed 
crystals, these two polyhedra pack together in a regular manner, in the ratio of two tetrahedra to
one octahedron. This reduces the density from what we would have if we could pack tetrahedra 
on their own, but the resulting packing density (about 0.74) is still high, and probably the maximum 
we can achieve. 
We can understand why this packing of tetrahedral nd octahedral sub-units i a good candidate 
for crystal structure construction by considering the dihedral angles of both these and other 
polyhedra that might be candidates for packing together. In order to fill space locally by packing 
together small numbers of the same or different polyhedra (to form what we call "super-units"), 
the sum of the dihedral angles around every edge in the packing of polyhedra must add up to 2n 
rad. A larger sum of angles would imply violation of volume xclusion, a sum lower than 2n would 
leave empty space. Dihedral angles for the tetrahedron and octahedron are 70.53 ° and 109.47 °,
respectively. These numbers tell us that we cannot fill space with either tetrahedra or octahedra 
on their own (neither dihedral angle divides exactly into 2n). That the sum of the dihedral angles 
for the two different polyhedra is 180 ° tells us immediately that, provided we pack the tetrahedra 
and octahedra in a particular way, we will have a good chance of filling space. We succeed in so 
doing in the regular combination of tetrahedra and octahedra that make up close-packed crystal 
structures. Our build-up process fits together first atoms to form tetrahedral nd octahedral 
sub-units, then plugs these together in a very specific way to form slightly larger "super-units". 
Finally, these super-units themselves can be fitted together by a three-dimensional jigsaw-puzzle 
assembly process (using translational symmetry operations) to fill space with the resulting crystal. 
These three steps make up the operations of our build-up process from the atom to the infinite 
crystal. The process involves symmetry operations applied in a known, regular way. 
5. A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALOGUE--KAWAMURA'S MODEL 
If tetrahedra and octahedra are natural local sub-units for crystals of spherical atoms, and their 
geometries allow them to pack together to fill space, we might ask the question: could not the 
instantaneous structure of a simple liquid be considered also in terms of the same two basic units? 
These might be fitted together locally in different ways to form a variety of larger "super-units" 
which would pack together in three-dimensional jigsaw-puzzle style, but in a way which would not 
apply translational symmetry operations to the super-units to generate the space-filling structure. 
If we go back to Bernal's original papers, we find that, when considered in terms of local 
arrangements of spheres, there are indeed a large number of polyhedra which can be considered 
as more or less tetrahedra and octahedra. Can we therefore take this suggestion further? 
Before considering further this possibility with respect to three-dimensional simple liquids, it is 
instructive to consider a two-dimensional analogue developed by Kawamura [5] with respect o 
two-dimensional crystals and liquids. Just as in three dimensions, where we considered those 
polyhedral arrangements of packed spheres which could themselves pack together to fill space, we 
may be able to approach by similar arguments crystal and liquid-like systems in the plane. In 
addressing this problem in two dimensions, Kawamura proposed using two basic idealized 
sub-units, namely the equilateral triangle and the square. The internal vertex angles of these figures 
being ~/3 and ~/2, respectively, the two kinds of figure can themselves eparately form 
crystalline--and only crystalline---arrangements, wi h six triangles meeting at a vertex to give a 
plane-filling total angle of 6 x n/3 = 2n, or four squares again giving a total angle around each 
vertex of 2ft. 
If we now mix the two units, we find that we can also obtain plane-filling arrangements, but only 
by constructing super-units under certain very definite rules, namely that the angle at each vertex 
is always 2n. With vertex angles of only 1t/3 and n/2 available, each vertex must, for plane filling, 
be formed from triangles (T) and squares (S) in the proportions of 2S and 3T. If we also allow 
local regions in which all square and all triangular vertices can exist locally (4S and 6 T super-units), 
we can build up a disordered structure as a first order model of a two-dimensional fluid (see for 
example Fig. 2). In fact, we have four possible vertex configurations that we can use in our 
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Fig. 2. A two-dimensional liquid after Kawamura, showing how equilateral triangles and squares can be
packed together to fill the plane. Note the limited number of local arrangements po sible, and the two 
different 2S3T super-units SSTTT and STSTT. 
two-dimensional liquid build-up process, as the mixed 2S3Tconfiguration can be ordered cyclically 
around the vertex in two different ways, namely SSTTT and STSTT (both of which can be found 
illustrated in Fig. 2). 
With these basic sub-units, we can build up crystals, which obey the long-range constraints 
imposed by symmetry operations, and also "liquids", which are built up of the same local sub-units, 
but through a mixture of different super-units. In the "liquid" case, we still need to continue the 
build-up operation to generate the filling of the plane, but this involves operations other than the 
translational symmetry operations which handle the embedding of the local super- (or sub-)units 
in the crystalline cases. The build-up operations in the "liquid" case must also be well defined, but 
not in terms of symmetry operations applied in a regular manner. By looking at the constraints 
imposed on the liquid build-up operation from the basic sub- and super-units, we can estimate 
configurational entropies of the system, and begin to examine the nature of the "embedding" 
problem--how e can satisfy the medium range constraints which must be obeyed if we are to fill 
space effectively to infinity. 
6. PACKING TETRAHEDRA AND OCTAHEDRA IN THREE DIMENSIONS 
Returning now to the three-dimensional c se, can we extend Kawamura's ideas, and treat the 
packing in simple liquid structures in terms of (i) a few basic sub-units which can (ii) be combined 
locally to form a variety of super-units which can then (iii) be packed together to fill space? As 
candidates for suitable subunits for our build-up process, we naturally look initially at those 
polyhedra that give high packing density at the local level, and this leads us again to tetrahedra 
and octahedra. When we look at the dihedral angles, however, we find there is a problem as we 
indicated at the end of Section 4; the only combinations of tetrahedra (T) and octahedra (O) that 
will add to a total dihedral angle of 2rt is two of each (2T20). We cannot even, as we discussed 
earlier, pack tetrahedra or octahedra on their own to fill space, although in the case of the 
tetrahedra, we can place five togther along a common vertex, resulting in only a small dihedral 
angle deficit of about 7 °. In the allowable crystal super-unit of 2T20, we do have, as in the 
two-dimensional nalogue, an additional "degree of freedom" from the order in which we place 
the tetrahedra and octahedra round the common edge--either TTO0 or TOTO. Is this enough 
variability to give us the possibility of building up a non-crystalline arrangement of these two 
polyhedra? 
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The answer, it appears, is no--we have not been able to find ways of combining these two units 
both locally and in extended structures so as to fill space, observe the severe restrictions consequent 
upon volume exclusion, and retain the essential irregularity of the liquid structure. The only 
packings we can construct are automatically consistent with long-range symmetry operations, and 
we end up with crystals. There is enough variability in super-units o produce two different crystal 
structures (face centred cubic and hexagonal c ose packed) but that appears to be the limit to the 
structural variation possible. 
7. PACKINGS OF SOFT SPHERES 
To use the build-up procedure to obtain a space-filling liquid-like structure from our preferred 
tetrahedral nd octahedral sub-units, it appears that we must compromise somewhere. Otherwise, 
we would have to abandon altogether the attempt to understand the non-crystalline packing in 
these terms. We could perhaps abandon the tetrahedron and octahedron as basic building 
sub-units, but this would be inadvisable for two main reasons. First, we would be abandoning units 
that are consistent with volume exclusions, and yet are dense nough to give the high densities we 
know simple liquids have. Secondly, Bernal's analysis of local polyhedral units showed a strong 
domination of tetrahedra (73% in number occuping 48% of the volume) and octahedra (actually 
counted as half octahedra) (present as 10% by number and occupying 27% of the volume) [1]. With 
such empirical evidence, we should perhaps look in a slightly different direction to resolve the 
apparent problem. 
The resolution comes, it seems, from moving away from perfection in the polyhedra--in effect, 
we reduce the symmetries of the local sub-units. We have already noted that five tetrahedra 
with a common edge almost fit together, leaving a small deficit of about 7 °. Hence, if we were to 
(i) allow small metric differences between different polyhedra of the same type, and (ii) within the 
same polyhedron allow a small inequality of the side lengths (and hence of the various angles 
including the dihedral angles), then we could, for example, fit together into a super-unit five 
tetrahedra sharing a common edge to fill space locally. We could in fact do more, and arrange 20 
slightly distorted tetrahedra round a common vertex, and obtain an icosahedral structure, 
although, as we have discussed elsewhere, and will consider briefly below, appealing as this idea 
initially is as a model of non-crystalline packings, the evidence for it in simple liquid models is 
extremely weak [6]. 
Allowing a certain degree of distortion in these two basic building blocks, we make avail- 
able to the build-up process several different super-units, and hence raise the possibility of 
building up non-crystalline arrangements. Kawamura's 6T, 4S, and two distinct kinds of 3T2S 
vertices gave sufficient freedom to construct a non-crystalline two-dimensional packing; the 
hypothesis we now propose is that a similar pathway may be available in the three-dimensional 
case if we allow small deviations from metric identity between similar polyhedral sub-units. 
For example, allowing distortions that result in dihedral angle deviations from the ideal of + 7 °, 
we can, in addition to the two 2T20 configurations allowed for super-units for ideal regular 
tetrahedra and octahedra, have 5T and 4TlO super-unit configurations that could be arranged 
around a common edge. This additional f exibility of itself raises the possibility of building up 
non-crystalline structures that may possibly fill space. Allowing an additional 3.5 ° variation in 
the dihedral angles of both units, we increase further the available common edge cluster super- 
units by the addition of 6T, 3TlO, 1T30, and 30 (the last two and the 5T and 6T configurations 
are not mutually exclusive--they are made up of polyhedra with different degrees of distortion). 
The possibilities of building up non-crystalline arrangements in the latter case are thus even 
greater than in the first, and both appear to have more flexibility than the two dimensional 
analogue. 
The discussion so far has considered only the possible local super-units, and hence only the 
initial part of the build-up process. No consideration has as yet been given to the next part 
of the process, the "embedding" problem. Can we arrange in three-dimensional jigsaw-puzzle style, 
these various uper-units o fill space, or, in attempting this, will we still be too restricted by volume 
exclusion constraints to be able to fill space completely without leaving any voids? 
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8. EVIDENCE FROM MODEL STUDIES 
The easiest way of examining this problem is, in the first instance, to look at models that have 
been constructed, and elucidate the local polyhedral structures ( ub-units and super-units) that are 
found there, and which are therefore consistent with solutions to our embedding problem. We have 
already mentioned Bernal's pioneering study [1] in which 75% of the volume of a non-crystalline 
sphere packing (the so-called random close-packed structure) was made up of sub-units identified 
as tetrahedra or octahedra. Even though is criteria for identification of tetrahedra and octahedra 
in a hard-sphere--and hence very spatially-restricted--packing wereperhaps rather flexible, he still 
found that 25% of the volume of the model could not be accounted for by distorted tetrahedra 
or octahedra. This "missing" volume was made up of larger, more volume-expensive polyhedra 
which were identified as trigonal prisms, Archimedian antiprisms, and tetragonal dodecahedra. 
A slightly different way of looking at the same problem is to construct a packing of soft spheres, 
and examine the geometry of the resulting model in terms of tetrahedral nd octahedral units of 
a known degree of distortion. This is perhaps done most imply by relaxing a hard sphere packing 
in the computer, after first assigning to each sphere asoft repulsive core. By this means, the softness 
of the repulsions--and hence the deviation from perfection of the polyhedra--can bevaried, and 
the results of such variation assessed. 
In one of our earlier studies, using the radius of the largest sphere that could be placed in the 
interstices of the relaxed models as a criterion for identifying tetrahedral nd octahedral holes, a 
clear simplification of the description of the system could be found as the softness of the sphere 
was increased. As shown in Fig. 3(a), if we plot the frequency of interstice radius for a hard sphere 
system, we obtain a single-peaked distribution which tells us that polyhedra of a wide variety of 
shapes and sizes are found from the tetrahedral (ideal interstice radius ratio 0.225), through the 
octahedral (ideal radius ratio 0.414) to even larger holes. If we perform the same analysis on a 
packing relaxed under a soft Morse potential, we obtain the dramatically different result of 
Fig. 3(b), where, in place of the single-peaked function of the hard sphere case, we have a clear 
bimodality, with the two peaks centred close to the ideal tetrahedral nd octahedral radius ratios. 
Moreover, the numbers of distorted tetrahedra are, at about 75%, close to the results of Bernal's 
analysis of the hard sphere case. The number of octahedra are, however, approximately doubled. 
Thus, we might conclude that, with the necessary modification of allowing distorted tetrahedral 
and octahedral sub-units, the ideal liquid structure may perhaps be realistically described in terms 
of a non-crystalline, and hence not translational symmetry controlled, packing of tetrahedra and 
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Fig. 3. Interstice distributions for random packed structures of (a) hard spheres and (b) soft spheres 
(truncated Morse 3 potential). Ideal tetrahedron and octahedron radius ratios are indicated, as are the 
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for full details). 
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octahedra. In allowing a degree of softness, we remove the horrendously strict constraints on 
plugging together perfect etrahedral nd octahedral sub-units to fill space without overlaps. This 
gives us more flexibility in local permitted super-unit configurations, allowing the system to gain 
entropy not only through variations in near neighbour distances, but also through variations in 
local topological arrangements a  super-units of the sub-unit building blocks. Comparing with a 
real crystal, the neighbour distance variations in our distorted sub-units are in fact also present 
instantaneously through thermal vibrations, and hence give an entropic ontribution. For the liquid 
case, the disorder from the different possible ways of arranging these local distorted sub-units gives 
rise to an entropic ontribution with configurational origins. 
Inspecting again the hard sphere interstice distributions (Fig. 3), we can imply, from the change 
to a bimodal distribution as we soften the spheres, that the polyhedral sub-units approach more 
closely topological identity as (distorted) tetrahedra nd octahedra. From the approximate 
doubling of the octahedral component over Bernal's hard sphere statistics, we might conclude that 
his larger, less regular polyhedra re being "squeezed out", and transforming largely to octahedra. 
However, not all the larger polyhedra re squeezed out in the soft sphere model, as is indicated 
by the existence of a high radius ratio tail to the population distribution of Fig. 3b. Thus, we are 
forced to conclude that the intermediate range packing constraints--the restrictions imposed on 
the arrangement of the various uper-units by the embedding problem--are still sufficiently severe 
to prevent us constructing a model of a non-crystalline assembly from distorted tetrahedra and 
octahedra lone. Small quantities of large polyhedra re required, holes which we might prefer to 
refer to as necessary "defects" in a packing which otherwise consists of distorted tetrahedral nd 
octahedral sub-units, arranged into locally dense super-units in a limited number of different ways. 
Although these larger holes are only a small fraction of the total number of polyhedra in both 
the hard and soft sphere cases, their larger size means they will account for a significantly larger 
fraction of the total volume. For the hard sphere packing, we estimate about 25% of the total 
volume is made up of these larger polyhedral holes, while the figure for the soft sphere case is lower 
at about 20%. In both hard and soft sphere systems, thetotal tetrahedral vo ume is about he same, 
volume in the soft sphere case b ing transferred from the large hole to octahedral hole classification. 
Thus, our comment above concerning the increased freedom from the softness of the potential 
leading to an increase in the octahedral holes at the expense of the larger polyhedral clusters is 
further borne out. 
From these empirical model studies, therefore, we can tentatively conclude that in the 
non-crystalline simple liquid model, although tetrahedral nd octabedral sub-units dominate, as 
they do also in close-packed crystals, we still appear to be unable to fill three-dimensional space 
with these two basic building blocks alone, even taking into account significant distortions of the 
tetrahedra and octahedra. Although there are several different ways in which the two units can 
locally fill space by clustering around a common edge to give topologically distinct super-units, and 
hence yield structures that are consistent with the necessary disorder expected in a liquid structure, 
these locally dense super-units cannot, it seems, themselves b  matched perfectly to each other, even 
with the significant distortions--and hence flexibility--built in by the soft Morse potential. Put 
another way, the distorted tetrahedron/octahedron system does not seem to solve the embedding 
problem--these local, different T/O super-units just cannot pack together without leaving 
significant volume to be accounted for by larger, less regular polyhedra. It seems possibly useful 
to consider these larger polyhedra ultimately as defects in the packing of distorted tetrahedral nd 
octahedral sub-units. We do not seem to be able, however, to rearrange the structure to transform 
these "defect" polyhedra into polyhedra we could identify as even fairly highly distorted tetrahedra 
or octahedra. We can improve significantly on the hard sphere case by softening the potential acting 
between a pair of neighbouring spheres, an operation that does transform some of the larger 
polyhedra into octahedra, and in doing so reduces the total "defect volume" from 25 to 20%. 
Bearing in mind the softness of the Morse potential used, it seems unlikely that we would be able 
to improve very much on the Morse case while we continue to use a potential that has some 
reasonable physical justification. It would be an interesting exercise to relax a hard sphere model 
under other, perhaps rather artificial, even softer potentials, to see if further defect volume could 
be squashed out, but it would seem unlikely that such systems would be particularly applicable 
to real liquids. 
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9. INTERMEDIATE RANGE ORDER 
Local arrangements of tetrahedra nd octahedra 
In order to begin to understand the nature of, and perhaps the restrictive rules operating on, 
the packing of distorted tetrahedra and octahedra, we could examine model packings in some detail 
to discover what kind of local super-unit aggregations of these two basic building blocks occur, 
and how these succeed or fail in embedding themselves in their surroundings in a spatially efficient 
way. We could try to identify the super-units themselves, and examine how they fit--or fail to 
fit--together in the overall densely-packed assembly. Bernal himself made some interesting relevant 
observations on the basis of the hard sphere model, when he pointed out [1] that tetrahedra could 
link together in extended, essentially linear chains, by sharing edges and faces. These units, which 
Bernal called "pseudonuclei" because of their denseness yet inability to crystallize, have helical 
geometry, and also are known as Boerdijk spirals (Fig. 4). Looking at an expanded ball and spoke 
model of his hard sphere liquid, we find that these linear structures branch, twist and turn as they 
apparently weave through the structure. In fact, there might well be a case for treating the 
tetrahedron as the basic building block, relegating the octahedron to the status of the defect--the 
octahedra, together with the larger holes, being formed atthe interfaces between these pseudonuclei 
ribbons. 
In an earlier work [6], we examined the kinds of T + O units that could be found in the soft 
sphere packings, although this analysis was not carried through in sufficient detail to enumerate 
the local super-unit clusters that shared common edges (an operation that could with interest be 
resurrected?). Through consideration of correlation functions between tetrahedra nd tetrahedra, 
tetrahedra nd octahedra, and octahedra nd octahedra, a picture could be built up of the kinds 
of linkings of pairs and triplets of polyhedra that are found in soft sphere models (see for example 
Fig. 5). Thus, some elements of the super-unit clusters of the individual tetrahedral nd octahedral 
sub-units could be identified, although the kinds of searches made did not allow complete 
super-units to be enumerated. The results of this work do, however, underline the essential validity 
of the idea of building up the non-crystalline packing from the basic distorted tetrahedral and 
octahedral sub-units as building blocks. 
One conclusion that can be drawn from this earlier work concerns the existence or otherwise 
of clusters of tetrahedra that might be identified as icosahedra. As the icosahedron can be thought 
of as 20 slightly distorted regular tetrahedra sharing a common vertex, this feature should be fairly 
Fig. 4. An arrangement of face-shearing tetrahedra in a Boerdijk spiral (Bernal's "pseudonuclei'). 





Fig. 5. Selected T-T, 0 -0  and T--O configurations found in soft sphere models (from Ref. [6]). 
easy to identify in a packing, and we have attempted to identify such local units [6]. These searches 
were instigated by attempts in the literature to discuss non-crystalline models in terms of relatively 
familiar polyhedral structures--if crystalline local units are not allowed, then perhaps familiar 
non-crystalline ones such as the icosahedron will serve as a basic unit of a non-crystalline packing 
instead? Despite extensive attempts, we were totally unsuccessful in identifying icosahedral units. 
This lack of success hould not be surprising when we consider the inability of icosahedra to pack 
efficiently in space. Any attempt o pack them together would eave significant "holes" at the 
interfaces between them. In fact, an earlier "polytetrahedral" model of Sadoc [7] was constructed 
on the computer, using a building rule which biased the structure of the resulting assembly towards 
interpenetrating icosahedra. Even with this interpenetration, subsequent analysis [8] confirmed the 
model had a very low density probably because of the volume-expensive interfaces between 
adjacent icosahedral units. Thus, these empirical model studies how that, in both hard and soft 
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sphere systems, tetrahedral sub-units do not in any significant number cluster into icosahedra. The 
message seems to be that the intermediate range order in idealized simple liquids is a much varied 
set of super-unit assemblages of distorted tetrahedra nd octahedra than would be implied by a 
model based on imperfect packing of icosahedra. Even with the additional flexibility afforded by 
soft repulsions, such units do not appear in any significant numbers. This is perhaps not really 
surprising, as the coming together---or "unmixing"--of tetrahedra from more varied T/O 
environments to form complete icosahedral super-units would be entropically expensive, and 
possibly not greatly more favoured than the "unmixing" of tetrahedra and octahedra in the correct 
proportions to form crystal-related seeds. And the latter process we know from super-cooling is
not exactly favoured. At strong undercooling, however, the icosahedral c uster might arguably be 
more favoured than the crystal-related ones, and hence it may perhaps act as an additional barrier 
to crystal nucleation. 
10. SUMMARY 
We have tried here to rationalize and contrast the structural principles of the idealized crystalline 
and liquid phases of spherical atoms (e.g. inert gases, simple metals) in a way which focuses 
attention on some interesting aspects of order and disorder. Classically, the crystal is thought of 
as an ordered, regular array of atoms, to which both local space groups and long-range 
translational symmetry operations can be applied to generate the crystal from an asymmetric unit. 
The idealized model of a liquid--deriving from Bernars concept of random close packing of hard 
spheres--is, in contrast, a system in which these operations of symmetry do not appear to be 
particularly relevant. In fact, the model name--"random close packing of hard spheres"--focuses 
on the apparent randomness of the structure. 
This is, however, to oversimplify matters: the liquid structure may have attributes of randomness 
in that it has no crystallinity, but it is certainly not lacking in some aspect of order. This ordering 
arises from the consequences of the "close packing" part of the concept: if the spherical atoms are 
close-packed, their organization cannot be totally random. The resulting structure is severely 
restricted by the constraints of volume exclusion--two atoms cannot overlap--and it is this 
"impenetrability", to use a term from Alice Through t e Looking Glass coined in this context by 
Bernal, that controls the restricted order or restricted randomness (we could put it either way) that 
is the essence of liquid structure. 
We have tried to present both crystal and liquid structures in terms of a "build-up" procedure 
which starts from the elementary local sub-units that are consistent with both the interatomic 
interactions (the "chemistry" of the assembly) and the necessarily high density of these condensed 
phases. The procedure moves upwards in the hierarchy to larger "super-unit" assemblages, which 
themselves require to be "embedded" without loss of overall density. In the crystal case, we 
identified tetrahedral and octahedral sub-units of four and six spheres, respectively; these qan be 
operated upon to produce a unit cell which naturally embeds itself in an extended assemblage of
identical unit cells. The ability of these two polyhedra to fill space in this way can be rationalized 
in terms of their dihedral, angles: to fill space, we must be able to collect at a common edge an 
integer number of the polyhedra so that the sum of dihedral angles over all the common-edge- 
sharing polyhedra is 2ft. Any less than that value and we would create a void; any greater would 
violate volume exclusion. Two tetrahedra nd two octahedra is the only combination which fulfils 
this constraint, and this is the cluster---~r "super-unit"--which we find in f.c.c and h.c.p. 
close-packed crystals. 
Turning to the liquid, we considered the possibility of using the same two polyhedra in an 
attempt to "build up" the required non-crystalline structure we believe represents an ideal simple 
liquid. We were wary of abandoning the tetrahedron and octahedron as building blocks as they 
are (a) natural polyhedra consistent with low local potential energy and with volume exclusion 
constraints, and (b) the liquid is sufficiently dense that other possible polyhedral units would 
contain too much unoccupied volume. Clearly, however, as two tetrahedra plus two octahedra is
the only combination capable of filling space locally, it would appear that retaining these building 
blocks must naturally lead to a crystal. 
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A way out of this apparent impasse is found by relaxing the local symmetry, and allowing the 
tetrahedral and octahedral sub-units to distort slightly. By how much is a matter for empirical 
study, but by considering distortions such that dihedral angles could vary by (i) + 7 °, and 
(ii) + 10.5 °, we found (i) four, and (ii) eight different ways of arranging our distorted tetrahedral 
and octahedral units with a common edge. Some of these clusters or "super-units"----e.g. five 
tetrahedra with a common edge--are highly symmetrical, and give interesting examples of a 
reduction of symmetry of the basic sub-unit allowing higher symmetry to be achieved in a 
super-unit aggregate of the sub-units. Referring to the two-dimensional model of Kawamura, we 
note that equilateral triangular and square units can be arranged to fill space around a vertex in 
four different ways, allowing the construction of both crystals and "liquids" in two dimensions. 
Similarly, the increased variability in the allowed kinds of three-dimensional local clusters or 
"super-units" of the basic tetrahedral nd octahedral sub-units which is facilitated by this symmetry 
relaxation might again allow us to construct--by a "build-up" procedure similar in essence to that 
used in constructing a crystal from the two basic polyhedra--our non-crystalline model of a liquid. 
We might note and stress here the nature of this build-up operation in both the crystal and liquid 
cases. In the former, the very limited number of possibilities almost by definition means the 
build-up operations will be standard symmetry operations operating upon regular polyhedra. In 
the liquid case, the procedure would not work without allowing some polyhedron distortion, and 
consequently the build-up procedures would not involve standard symmetry operations, but local 
ones which could perhaps be considered as "fuzzy", forgiving symmetry-ish operations at the local 
level. These operations would recognize the topology, but not refuse to operate because dge 
lengths and dihedral angles showed metric variations. We can also consider a real crystal in this 
context. Here, because of the thermal motions, the polyhedra would similarly not be perfect, and 
again, fuzzy and forgiving symmetry operations would be needed which took account of the 
connectivity of the polyhedral units but did not have to be fully consistent with the metric. 
The problems, however, do not end here. Even if we can build up local space-filling super-unit 
clusters for the non-crystalline case, there is no guarantee we would be able to fit them together 
in a three-dimensional jigsaw-puzzle, without either violating volume xclusion by creating overlap, 
or leaving too large voids so that the density is unacceptably lowered. This is what we have called 
the "embedding problem" which is relevant to both crystals and liquids. In the crystal case, we 
have a formal solution in that only the 230 space groups are consistent with infinite lattices. In
the case of liquids, we have yet to formulate a similar solution, which could be one of the results 
of the effective development of Bernal's proposed statistical geometry [1]. This would hopefully give 
us the rules for application of the relevant set of fuzzy symmetry operations: in the crystal, the rules 
are regular, in the liquid they are locally variable in a so far unknown way. 
We have only begun to probe this part of the problem empirically by examining the polyhedron 
sub-unit--and in much less detail the super-unit--populations in both hard and soft sphere models. 
These initial studies have justified our way of looking at instantaneous liquid structure in terms 
of distorted tetrahedra and octahedra. They have also shown that, at least in the models examined, 
that other larger polyhedra exist as "defects" in the non-crystalline "polytetraoctahedral" structure. 
Although relatively small in number (around 7%), these larger polyhedra contribute 20-25% of 
the total volume (some--but probably not all--of which can be squeezed out by softening the 
repulsive atomic cores), Thus, the jigsaw-puzzle of even two flexible three-dimensional pieces does 
not quite fit together: the missing pieces are topologically different from, and enclose a larger 
volume than, the two basic sub-units. 
Considering non-crystalline structures in terms of these basic--though distorted---chemically nd 
physically reasonable building blocks is, we believe, a useful conceptual device. The symmetry of 
the units themselves--tetrahedra and octahedra--must bedegraded to allow them to pack locally 
in any way other than those found in f.c.c and h.c.p, crystals. This is our first loss of symmetry. 
Secondly, the local "super-units" built up from these more elementary polyhedra will in general 
(though not in every case) be of low symmetry, unlike the two tetrahedron plus two octahedron 
combination found in close-packed crystals. And finally, to "embed" these units--i.e, to fit them 
together in a non-crystalline jigsaw-puzzle--appears notto be possible without a small number of 
larger, generally less regular polyhedra, that contribute 20-25% of the total volume of the system. 
The "build-up" procedures for crystal and liquid are essentially similar, though different in detail. 
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Fuzzy, forgiving symmetry operations that recognize topological rather than metrical identity are 
needed in the liquid case, together with their so far unknown rules of  application. 
This description in terms of varied super-unit clusters of  distorted tetrahedra nd octahedra lso 
helps us to avoid assigning too much symmetry to non-crystall ine structures. Although often 
proposed as having frequent occurrence in simple liquids, empirical evidence on models shows that 
highly ordered relatively large local clusters such as the icosahedron are essentially absent [6]. 
Models which have been designed to give a high occurrence of icosahedra exhibit unacceptably low 
densities, even when neighboufing icosahedra interpenetrate. The unit is essentially too locally 
ordered, and too difficult to embed, to be tolerated by a high entropy structure. 
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